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from this book you'll understand the introductory premise. and you'll get alleviation to move forward to come a great programmer.however, you'll get
this author's book, you can buy from rockmari, if you want to learnpython.com. i repeat that tamim shahriar subin's books will be the stylish if you want
to start learning programming in bengali. this author has numerous other books on programming that you can use to come a big time programmer.
also, there's internet for anyproblem. if you are looking for a good bangla computer programming book after trying programming with c by byron
gottfried, programming in ansi c by balagurusamy andteach yourself c by herbert schildt, you should check out this nice computer programming book
called computer programming by tamim shahriar shubin. do you have to learn so numerous languages no no need to learn all of them. you can come a
good programmer if you learn any one well. and if one language is learned, others can be learned fluently. although each language is different, their
introductory generalities are the same. as all languages have variables, tentative sense, circles and some functions. but each language is a little
different. after learning these basics, any programming language can be fluently learned. this book is packed with some amazing examples of computer
programming in c and in the very beginning, we are taught about the basics of computer programming. you will learn to program simple programs like
the one which calculates the total of three numbers as well as how to print out the results. we also cover object- oriented programming, which is a
programming paradigm where you can combine data and function into an object. the book also covers essential concepts like strings, arrays, loops,
conditionals and function calls.
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a word about programming language. you can be a proficient programmer in a programming language, as long as you know its nuances. for example,
you can learn java, python, and c++ fluently. but if you are only interested in java or python, you cannot be a proficient programmer in java or python.

in the same way, you can be a proficient programmer in c++ if you know its nuances. a word about programming language. we all know that the above-
mentioned languages are used to create programs. they are also used to create, manipulate, and display data. no doubt, they are used in all fields. for

example, you can write a file in the computer with any of the languages. we can also create documents with any of these languages. a few of the
languages are used in the computer world to create programs which are used in the computer world. for example, you can create an email in any of
these languages. also, you can create a word processing document or even a spreadsheet. a word about programming language. a programmer is

someone who knows what programming language to use. and also, it is understood that the other programmers will be able to understand the
language. in other words, the language that you choose should be able to be understood by others, and you should be able to understand the other

programmer's language. and sometimes it is also useful for you to know programming language for several reasons. for example, if you are a software
developer, you must learn various languages. also, if you have to create websites, it is useful for you to know the languages which are used to create

websites. it is also useful to know programming language as there are many internet based courses and you should be able to understand them.
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